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Plasma current rampup, from 3.5 MA to the full operating value of 22 MA, is examined
in NET/TTER w a density H60 = 6xlOI9m and a rampup rate 0.35 MA/s. At these conditions,
purely ohmic rampup requires about 250 Vs of transformer flux. With 30 MW of lower hybrid
(LH) assist, we find that about 20-30 Vs can be saved depending on details of the incident
power spectrum, fast electron trapping, etc. The principal constraint is to maintain monotonie
(and thus stable) q profiles. The results presented here indicate that a good overall strategy is to
add the LH power slowly. Results are then quite insensitive to the incident power spectrum and
deposition profiles.

Reported here are the major modifications which had to be incorporated to the Bonoli-
Englade simulation code [1] so that it could be used to study this problem. The simulation
combines a 1-D radial transport code, a parallel velocity Fokker-Planck calculation
complemented by analytical estimates of the perpendicular temperature, and a multiple pass ray-
tracing. Apart from modifications reported previously [1], the present 1NET version includes :
(a) a feedback stabilized rampup rate, (b) a theoretical prediction of the electron perpendicular
temperature, Tx, with relativistic effects [2], (c) repeated ray-tracings with the option of
changing the incident power spectrum at various times, (d) the possibility of allowing only
single pass ray-tracing, (e) a variable minor radius during rampup, (f) a modified Shafranov
equilibrium, and (g) trapping corrections for suprathermals in addition to the ohmic current.
Several time dependent issues can be investigated with this model, including control of the rf
power spectrum and the total rf power in order to optimize volt-second savings and maintain
stable profiles of the safety factor. Simulations performed with JET and TORE SUPRA
parameters compared well with experimental results [2-3]. The relativistically calculated Tx is
larger than the non-relativistic one, and gives a higher rf current. The rf current reduction due to
trapping was calculated with a formula derived in [4] and amounted to about 30%.

During runs with NET parameters involving changing geometry, the effective minor
radius is increased leading to a^R values which are not small and which necessitated to use the
exact expression for the flux surfaces and magnetic field, rather than the large aspect ratio
expansion. After such modifications (f), the rf power is systematically deposited no further than
half way out of the centre. We have convinced ourselves that die obtained rf power deposition is
reasonable by running the LHCD-MHD code ACCOME [5], which produces by iteration self-
consistent toroidal equilibria.

MONOTONIC q-PROFILES DURING RAMPUP
At the prescribed NET rampup rate 0.35 MA/s, the ohmic current density profile remains

peaked even though diffusion takes place only at me neo-classical resistivity rate. The associated
ohmic equilibria are sufficiently stable and small perturbations will not destroy the stability.
Somewhat larger perturbations only start appearing at rates 0.5-0.7 MA/s.

If an appreciable amount of rf current density is generated off-centre when the ohmic
current density fraction is still small, there will result a depression of the current density
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elsewhere, and non-monotonie unstable q-profilcs. The rf power deposition as observed from
ray-tracing is indeed off-centre and hence care must be taken not to "overdrive" the plasma with
too much power too fast.Thus for NET we need to rampup the current and rf power slowly
enough, starting with a small plasma volume and expanding the cross-section to a larger
volume. The injected power was increased linearly from O to 30 MW during a 50 s rampup
period. The LH ray trajectories were launched 1 m above mid-plane and six ray-tracings with
incident spectra centered near accessibility (ni/0 = 1.75) were done during rampup. In fig.l, P^
is ramped up along with the plasma current and the result is quite good : near monotonie q-
profiles and about 20 Vs saved. In contrast, the if power in fig.2 is ramped up twice as fast,
leading to unstable q-profiles. Results can be improved by judicial evolution of the incident
spectrum, e.g. with the sequence n//0 = 2.15,2.05,.... 1.75 fix each new ray-tracing.

minor radius (m)
Fig. 1RF assisted rampup (delivered 900 MJ).
Power reused to 30 MW along with the current.

(a)

minor radius (m)
Fig. 2 RF assisted rampup (delivered 1350 MJ).
Power to 30 MW twice as fast as in fig.l.
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Fig. 3 Single pass absorption results for LHRF assisted rampup in NET.(a) Central temperature versus
tone, (b) Absorbed LHpower density profiles at t = JOj.. 60s., 90s
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Another method for rf deposition control has been suggested by recent LHRF
experiments on ASDEX, namely the use of a bi-directional symmetric spectrum at relatively high
n/7 (n/y>3), plus a uni-directional spectrum at low n/, (n//<2). This could ensure complete single
pass absorption of the low n// waves and eliminate the presence of the so-called spectral gap in
velocity space. Simulation results are shown in fig.3 for a case in which a model power
spectrum was created with the main lobe fixed in time (n//o=2.5) and a tail at n//r = 3.0, 3.0,
2.875,2.750,2.625,2.5 at each of the six ray-tracings. The e-folding width of the spectra were
taken to be An/A)= 0.1 and An//r= 0.5. The amplitude of the tail was 10 times smaller than that
in the main lobe and the ray trajectories were allowed to make only one pass into and out of the
plasma. The central electron temperature is plotted versus time in fig. 3(a). Nearly 100% of the
rf power is absorbed and the power deposition profiles are shown in fig. 3(b) at t = 30s, 60s,
90s. At t = 30s, the rf power at %=2.5 damps strongly on the quasilinear plateau established at
the plasma centre by the tail power. At later times both the tail power and the main lobe damp
off-axis with maxima at r/a = 0.5.

In summary, fig. 3 demonstrates that at low central electron temperatures (T60 = 3 keV),
it is possible to achieve nearly 100% single pass absorption near the plasma centre by using a tail
in the rf power spectrum. As T80 rises above 4-5 keV, the penetration to the centre becomes
more difficult The overall feeling from these simulations is that, at H60 = 6x10 m" , 20 Vs is
the minimum amount of transformer flux that can be safely saved during rampup from 3.5 to
22 MA assisted by 900 MJ of lower hybrid slow wave energy delivered gradually.

ADJOINT STUDIES
To complement the full ray-tracing/Fokker Planck studies reported above, and for the

purpose of optimization studies, we developped a simple 1-D model based on the adjoint
Kamey-Fisch numerical studies [6]. This approach allows us to estimate the LH power
deposition profile which would be required for ramping the current with prescribed rate, q-
profile and surface loop voltage. We can therefore scan the whole parameter space and eliminate
a posteriori those scenarios which correspond to unrealistic deposition profiles. We thus obtain
the time evolution of the LH power, minor radius of the plasma, volt-second consumption and
total energy dissipated. Optimization can thus be performed with respect to any of those criteria.

In order to illustrate this scheme, we show on figs.4-5 some preliminary results obtained
with NET parameters. We have imposed that the plrsma current varies from 3.5 to 22 MA as
before with a monotonie q-profile (q0 = 1, q, = 2.2) at a central density of 4x10 m . We find
that the minor radius must be expanded from 1.4 m to 3.4 m. and we recover the previous result
that the LH power must be gradually increased. If we select a rampup rate of 0.35 MA/s, a
surface loop voltage of 1 V., and an average n// = 1.7, the minor radius and the rf power must
evolve in time as shown on fig.4(a). The required deposition profiles are given in fig.4(b). The
maximum power and total dissipated energy are plotted versus the necessary flux in figs. 5(a-b)
and the curves are limited by the requirement that the power deposition profiles are reasonable
(no reverse driven current is necessary). Note that there is a limit to the applied voltage (1.5 V.)
and that this operating point corresponds to the minimum amount of LH power and dissipated
energv.
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R&5 (a) Maximum absoited power vs flux
option for various surface loop voltages.
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Fig.5 (b) Tout dissipated energy vs flux
consumption for various surface loop voltages.
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